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April Currents: It's All About the Rendezvous

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/april-currents-its-all-about-the-rendezvous/

Another month has gone by, and the buzz is all about rendezvous at BCA! The first rendezvous of the
year is just around the corner: not only does this mean spring is here and we start to plan summer outings,
but it also means getting together with friends and fellow sailors for good times, good food and hopefully
a few good sea shanties! I can’t wait for the May long weekend  to be here, and I hope to see many of
you at Bedwell Harbour, on Pender Island for the “Sailing the Salish Sea” rendezvous.

The second rendezvous of the year is well into the planning and the excitement is growing as the
committee makes plans for the new venue (Newcastle Island in Nanaimo), comes up with fun activities
and tries to keep the crazy ideas under control. Stay tuned!

This past month has been busy as I have collected many photos for the Currents cover photo contest.
Thank you so much to all of you for the great participation. We received 77 submissions! Woohoo! The 
Currents team will be looking at each submission and will announce the winning photos by mid May. I
have marveled at the beautiful photos and all the exotic places our members have been to. Being a 
dreamer myself, I can’t wait to cast off the lines and sail into the sunset.
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Before I sign-off, I leave you with a reminder to keep sending us your stories along with your photos. The
stories can be about your travels, or about any sailing or boating related topics. Your contributions make 
Currents the fantastic publication that it is! And on that note, if you prefer to print or read all the articles
in one sitting, a collection of the articles published in April is now available for you to download in pdf
format.  Til next month…

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Make 2015 Your “Year of the Rendezvous”

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/make-2015-year-rendezvous/

If you have never been to a BCA rendezvous, make 2015 the year you get to at least one of these on the
water get-togethers.  Some BCA members go to them all.

What is a BCA Rendezvous?

A BCA rendezvous is an informal opportunity to meet with all sorts of boaters who have a common
interest in offshore adventuring.  Attendees range from people who have sailed around the world in small
boats to those just wondering if offshore sailing is for them — and people who never plan to go very far
from land.

At club nights and courses, we meet the people, but at a rendezvous, we see them on their boats, and are
often invited to come aboard to look around.  A rendezvous is a chance to rub shoulders for fun, laughs,
mutual help, and to trade stories and gear on your boat or theirs.
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What Happens at a Rendezvous?

Every rendezvous is different and a schedule of events is published in advance.  Some, like the
Thanksgiving Rendezvous, have indoor PowerPoint presentations and a sit-down dinner plus a flea
market for sailing gear. The May and August Rendezvous often have information or training sessions on
the dock and boats as well as entertaining, and sometimes highly competitive, on-the-water activities.

Knot tying contest

Should we Reserve Ahead?

Yes!  Please.  Organisers need to know approximately how many to expect, as do marinas and
restaurants.  Not only that, you will get updates and hints by email as the date approaches.

Please reserve at the marinas well ahead if you plan to tie up, and also notify the organisers that you plan
to attend.   Plans do change, and that is understood.  It is far easier to cancel than to reserve at the last
moment on long weekends.  Nonetheless, if at the last minute you are nearby and decide to come, you
will be welcomed and never turned away.  Worst case, there is always a good anchorage nearby.

When Should We Arrive at a Rendezvous?
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Boats come and go at various times during the weekends and there is no need to attend the entire event or
even to necessarily notify in advance if you are willing to take what is available.  Generally, most boats
arrive on Friday or Saturday and leave early on Monday.  Having said that,  arrive when you want, leave
when you want, and participate if you want, or just enjoy being there.

Who Can Attend a BCA Rendezvous?

Anyone.  While the rendezvous are primarily for members and their friends and family, non-members are
equally welcome and never turned away.  Often non-members decide to join BCA after having
experienced one – which is great!
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Model boat race

Come as You Are!

There is no dress code, and we have all seen dirty, messy boats before.  Kids are welcome, too, and well-
behaved pets.

What Sort of Boat?

A wide variety of boats show up, from power yachts to small sailboats and even kayaks; they range in age
and condition from new to ancient.

My Boat is Somewhere Else, or I don’t have a Boat Right Now

Some boatless people come on foot and stay at nearby B&Bs or resorts.  Some manage to find a boat
looking for crew using word-of-mouth, the mailing list, Facebook, or the BCA forum.

What is the Cost?

The price varies, but is typically between five to ten dollars a person, just to defray the costs.  Docking,
power charges, and meals are your choice and at your own expense.
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When and Where?

The season begins May 16-18 with an event hosted by the Vancouver Island chapter on the floating
breakwater at Poet’s Cove Resort on South Pender Island.  Some boats tie up to the breakwater, while
others anchor or take a mooring ball at the nearby Bedwell Harbour anchorage.  On the August long
weekend (August 1-3), the Vancouver chapter hosts the mid-summer rendezvous at Newcastle Island,
and the season wraps up with the Thanksgiving Rendezvous hosted by Calgary at the ever-popular Thetis
Island Marina & Pub October 10-12.

Come for a whole weekend, or just drop by.  Come by boat or come by land.  No matter how you get to a
BCA rendezvous, you will be welcome, and you will have an experience you won’t forget.

Check the Calendar on the BCA website and the BCA forums for more detailed information on each
rendezvous and contact information.

What About . . . ?

If you have any ideas to share, want to be involved in organising or are willing to volunteer for a specific
part of the weekend’s events, or if you have other questions, please contact the Rendezvous
Watchkeeper(s) in your Chapter:

Vancouver Island:  Rita and Vaughan Balaam
Vancouver:  Denis Heinrichs
Calgary: Allen Dick

About The Author

Allen Dick

Cassiopeia - Bavaria 42

Allen Dick is a windsurfer who moved up to bigger boards. He likes big swells and fair winds, and the
farther from the hard stuff the better. Currently, he is in love with Cassiopeia, a Bavaria 42 cruiser, based
in Sidney. Carpe Diem, his little trailerable Hunter sits forlornly, waiting, in Ontario. His sailboards also
sit unloved. He has kites though. Men are so fickle. Oh, yeah, offshore? Many days and many nights. The
best days and the best nights.

_______________________________________________
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Sea Whisper's Adventures Continue: Vanuatu

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/vanuatu-happy-country/

After a 4 day passage from Fiji to Vanuatu, at 0900h August 25th Sea Whisper enters Lenakel on the
island of Tanna to clear Customs and Immigration.  We are in a new country – the ‘Happy Country’ we
are told.  We are looking forward to meeting the Ni-Vanuatu (ni-Van) people (Melanesians) in their
villages and learn about their culture and customs.  We’ve heard and read about active volcanoes;
shipwrecks; traditional ceremonies; Rom dances; friendly villages; Kava bars; hikes; jungles; dugongs,
trading goods… and more.

Enroute to Lenakel, Tanna Island, Vanuatu

We will begin our exciting adventures of Vanuatu, a country, which in 2005, was selected as the only
South Pacific country to receive a grant for sustainable economic growth.

History of Vanuatu

The country dates back 3,200 years to the Lapita people, who crossed the sea from Tahiti, Hawaii and
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New Zealand and then much later; the Polynesians and Europeans.  Some facts:

Capital City          Port Vila, Efate Island

Population            300,000

Currency               Vatu

Languages            Bislama, English, French and 100 plus local languages. Each village has their own
language because, long ago, the villages were separated by mountains and rocky headlands.

Greeting                Alo

The Bislama language will make you laugh!  Really cracks us up when we hear:

“Do you speak English?”           Yu tok tok Engglis?

“Sorry I don’t understand        Sore, mi no save!

Mother Hubbard Dresses, Beaches and a Boiling  Volcano

Upon Sea Whisper’s landfall at Tanna Island, we see activity on the shore. We’re curious about the
gathering in the square under the big Banyan trees.  Peering through the binoculars, it appears to be a
local market with ni-Van women wearing long colourful dresses.  Hastily, we launch the dinghy and head
to shore to find the officials and commence our paper work with Immigration and Customs officers.
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At the market, we weave through the women, young children and babes in arms.  We discover huge
shimmering mounds of papayas, grapefruits, tomatoes, spinach, banana hands and ‘LapLap’, the
country’s traditional food.  LapLap is mashed taro and beef, or corned beef wrapped in a banana leaf and
baked in the Lovo, the earth oven.  The women are wearing Island Dresses or sometimes known as 
Mother Hubbard Dresses!

These traditional, roomy, colourful and uniquely designed garments, with scallops and epaulettes, look
more like a costume than an everyday house and garden dress. In the middle of the 19th century, these
dresses were introduced to Vanuatu by the missionaries.  Everywhere we look, there are women draped in
a blaze of colour.  We love the Mother Hubbard Dresses.  At the shore we meet Ruth and Mari and
admire their Island dresses and I ask “Where can I buy a Mother Hubbard dress?”  Ruth responds in
perfect English, “I have one for you at my house. Wait here; I will go and get it.” I have only known this
woman for three minutes! I am so excited. Skittishly we wander off through the dirt roads and pathways
to her humble grass hut.  She presents me with an Island Dress:  the fabric hand-painted by Ruth in the
traditional ni-Van design and then sewn and made into a lovely dress. Wow, now it’s mine… my very own
Island Dress. I quiver with excitement and her wide smile tells me she is thrilled to pass her Island Dress
on to me.

At the beach, we stroll around and the sights are intriguing:  women are bashing clothes on the rocks with
sticks and scrubbing and rinsing the daily laundry in the fresh water pools near the shore. On Tanna
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Island, there are underground thermal springs that continually flow out to the ocean.  At low tide, the
fresh water pools become the laundry tubs for the village people.  And then the hand-wrung laundry is
sprawled all over the hot rocks and secured with bigger rocks to dry. Should we consider bringing our
boat laundry to the fresh-water spring laundromat? Kids are everywhere, splashing in the warm water and
playing games at the beach. And some of them are helping mum wash the buckets of clothes and spread
the garments on the hot rocks to dry.  The families are wandering along the beach, taking in the little
pleasures of the day.  This is the local life in Vanuatu.

Mount Yasur Volcano

A two hour ride in a 4WD on a bumpy road, through villages, rainforest, and coffee plantations, brought
us to the ash plains of Mount Yasur, an active volcano.  The landscape suddenly became an enormous,
barren-gray desert.  Any moment an Alien may appear!  Along a steep path up to the crater rim we
climbed.  The ground started to tremble! And then roar, roar, roar!  It was very scary.  Lumps of red-hot
molten rock shot well above our heads, followed by golden fireworks.  Suddenly all goes quiet. And then
another big bang and the ground shakes again and the lightning flashes.  Somewhat terrifying, but we
were cautious not to go too close to the crater.  Recently, one woman coaxed her guide to accompany her
to the edge for photographs.  They were both killed instantly with the hot molten rockets of magma.

Meet Dr. Jeff Unger from Victoria

Another curiosity was to check out the hospital up the hill in Lenakel, Tanna, where we understand that
Victoria, B.C. doctors have been working for several years – Dr. Lewis and Dr. Hildebrand, to mention a
couple.  We walked up the steep hill out of town to find the 40-50 bed hospital, with a maternity ward, a
men’s and a women’s ward, a children’s ward, tuberculosis ward and an operating room for minor
surgeries.  What a delight it was to meet Dr. Jeff Unger and his wife Carla and their two daughters, Marin
and Neva. This lovely family from Oak Bay in Victoria plan to put in a year in Vanuatu. They have a
house on the hospital grounds, where there is a volleyball net for the staff to play volleyball. In the
hospital, it was interesting to see how many ni-Van family members were visiting and supporting their
loved ones at the bedside.  Especially mothers and grandmothers. And the women were sporting their
Island Dresses! Oh Yes! There were 2 babies born the day we were there, and it was interesting to see Dr.
Unger’s daughters engaging with the new mothers.  The scene was all very casual, with families and pets
and open doors.  Bravo Victoria Doctors!
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Climb Every Mountain, Ford Every Stream

Mt. Marum, 1270m; Village Ranvetlam, Ambrym Island

Distance/duration:  25 km.

Day 1:  Hike up to the volcano crater and camp overnight on the caldera.

Day 2:  Hike out.

Team:  2 Canadians, 3 Mexicans, 1 Pole, 1 ni-Van Guide

Supplies/gear:  2 Tents, sleeping bags, foul weather gear, sunscreen, water, 2 lunches, 1 breakfast, 1
supper, bug spray, large cooking pot, coffee and chocolate

Weather:  Iffy?   Cloud and possible rain
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Through the jungle and bamboo forests we hiked, climbing through lush green mountains and valleys, for
3 hours.  We keep going, with our packs feeling heavy and finally reach the ash plain with its lush
vegetation.  Plans have changed.  We will not be heading up to the caldera due to the inclement weather. 
We will be stopping at the hut. It’s raining and still several kilometers of hacking through scrub and old
lava to reach the hut. We all press on.

After a long hike on the ash plain, the hut becomes visible through the scrub and small trees. “A hut?” we
ask.  Our eyes glare at a small platform with half-moon horizontal logs and a roof of palm branches.
There are no walls. Hmmm. The wind blows, the rain falls.

We pitch our tent on the ash plain beside the hut. We are tired and hungry. We make dinner plates out of
palm leaves. The tent leaks.  Our guide, Yanick, builds a campfire that crackles and we huddle around the
burning sticks. We start to dry our wet socks and boots.  We eat our sandwiches and then Yanick asks the
big question.  “Do you want to carry on and hike up to the volcano rim?”  Two more hours up and two
hours back to the camp.  We take a vote.  Five out of six decide to go for it, despite the weather. We are
so eager and hopeful to be rewarded with a view of the active volcano doing its magic, despite the
weather.

We hack our way through the wet underbrush of the ash plain, and the old lava and reach the riverbed.
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And the hard work starts.  Up we go, traversing side to side, hopping over the big boulders, forging
through the riverbed and the flowing stream.  Onwards and upwards, determined to reach the volcano rim
and see the smoke and the red-hot magma, and then return to the camp before dark.  March, march,
march.  It’s a blessing we don’t have the weight of our backpacks. We reach the narrow razor-backed
ridge and slowly and carefully make our final ascent, still hoping to catch a glimpse of Mt. Marum and
Mother Nature doing her thing! However, the weather is deteriorating.

Destination reached:  we can barely see one another in all the mist and fog.  A brief stop.  A misty photo-
shoot as we hope for a break in the mist to see the crater.  No luck…just a whiff of sulphur and smoke and
ash!  “Please let’s go down,” I called to our guide a little anxiously.  Down, down, down.  The steep trail,
not so forgiving, led Yanick and the team back to the river bed, with the water much higher now. The
boulders of the riverbed became more challenging. Picking our way through the clumps of bush, scrub
and fog, we were back down on the ash plain. Arriving at the hut and our make shift camp, we were all
soaked to the skin.

Ah…it’s time for a sip of Tequila, some hot tea. Alejandro, a professional chef, took charge and concocted
an enormous pot of hot, delicious curry.  Our guide roasted bananas. We told stories, laughed and
recapped the day…our long and arduous hike up the mountain.  And then some of us collapsed into the
tent, which now had a second tent on the bottom to stop the seepage from the ground.  The others
sprawled out on the hut platform with the rippled floor boards.  After a bit of sleep in the wilderness, it
was early morning. It was into our damp clothes.  Huddled around the fire with hot coffee, bread and jam,
we strapped on our packs and headed back to Ranvetlan village.  Even though we missed seeing the fiery
volcano, four nations had joined together for an out-of-this-world wilderness experience! “ ‘Tankyu’
Yanick!”

Nambas – Penis Wraps and Bare Breasts

What a beautiful bay with great protection from prevailing winds. We lower the dinghy and almost
instantly a flock of naked kids come running along the beach to greet us.  We secure the dinghy and are
mobbed by kids between 2 – 10 years.  John Eddy Saitol accompanies them.  He is the spokesman for the
village. Everyone is so friendly and speaks fairly good English.  We notice how poor they are.  The
women are wearing torn and soiled dresses and the children are running around with little to no clothes.
But the smiles and hospitality is uplifting and they are delighted to see us.  The village is small but the
spirit is big!  While I am visiting the ladies, Lionel is arranging for the men and women to perform a
traditional ceremonial dance.
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Tomorrow comes and we are asked to show up in the forest at 3:30 pm. Before we go, we learn that the
two major cultural groups are the Big Nambas and Small Nambas.  The Small Nambas’ men wear only
one pandanus leaf around the penis and tucked into a bark belt.  The testicles are exposed.  Big Nambas
men wrap large purple pandanus leaves around their penis.  The loose ends are secured in a thick bark
belt.  As we arrive we are greeted by the ‘Small Nambas’ men.  They shake our hand and present a fresh
garland of leaves around our neck.  The Tamtams are ready to beat a rhythm and the dance begins.  There
are chants and intricate steps back and forth on the earth dance floor in the forest. It’s awesome, it’s wild,
and it’s extraordinary! The costumes, the movements, the tamtams, the spirit – all stunning.  We love it! 
And above all, it was a Birthday surprise for me!

The women are not to be outdone by the men.  In another part of the forest, we find a robust energetic
group of women and several children ready to perform for us, in their flowing grass skirts and bare
breasts.  The chants begin and the dancing begins with the beat of the Tamtam echoing through the trees
of the jungle. Tamtams beat. Bare feet stamp the earth. They smile and invite me to join in.  I want this
forest-dancing experience to last forever.  Some of the small children are shyly perched on the periphery
and taking it all in.  The jungle-forest, the dancing, the beautiful smiling ni-Van women and their ancient
living culture…never to be forgotten.

Thank you Lionel, for my unforgettable birthday present.
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My Village, My Garden, My Island

In the outer islands, the ni-Vans’ mission and purpose in life is to protect the land.  The islanders boast of
their lifestyle, “I can go to my garden; go fishing; lie under a mango tree; play with my children and
grandchildren; weave; carve; sit and tell stories; dance, walk and dream.  If we have our land, we can
have this life.”  However, in our travels throughout the remote islands of the South Pacific and its
villages, we can see that things are not always rosy in the outer islands. Most people have little money to
educate their children and see that their families have proper health care.  Members of some families are
forced to move to the ‘city’ to find work to help support their families in the outer islands.

For two Canadians, we are here in Vanuatu to celebrate the culture, the land, the beauty and the
extraordinarily happy people of the villages, who have smiles a mile wide. During the day in the village,
children play under the glittering sun.  Women are coming and going from the family garden, the
weaving assembly and the meeting hut where they sell their goods, i.e. baskets, purses and mats.  The
woven purses are irresistible – I now have a dozen of these gorgeous, fine-woven gems.  The women are
also busy looking after the babies and preparing the evening meal. We take it all in.  It’s exotic.  The
culture, the traditions, and the spirituality overwhelms us.  How fortunate we are to experience such
happiness and peace. Men are taking care of their crops, and some are fishing, hunting, or building
outrigger canoes.  Others are carving, drinking Kava and meeting in the Nakamal, the men’s clubhouse,
where they talk about matters of their village and country.
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At Lolong village on Pentecost Island, we feel at home with the hospitality extended to us.  Michael and
Mary are preparing a dinner of all local foods for the sailing yachts Sea Whisper, Windkist and Don
Leon.  The Chief of the village, Joseph, walks us all along the dirt paths and roads through the village.
People are going about their day, many of them silencing themselves under the shade of a large banyan
tree. We meet and greet many smiling women and children.  We chat.  We buy handbags. We look and
see. Exotic. How fortunate we are to experience such peace and happiness.

Diving in Fiji and Vanuatu

Lionel and I experienced some wonderful underwater adventures on Namena Island in Fiji.

Spectacular colours

In the warm waters of Namena in Fiji, we dove Grand Central Station, The Rainbow Wall and The
Pillars.  What a thrill to experience such a grand underwater tropical garden of soft and hard corals, an
amazing number of fish species, including barracuda and white and black tip sharks.  Awesome!

In Vanuatu, we dove the luxury-liner/troop ship wreck of the USS President Coolidge. We were able to
dive through various parts of the largest and most accessible shipwreck in the world.  This ship was sunk
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after hitting a friendly mine in 1942.  Five thousand troops were rescued.

It was a bit spooky, diving through cargo holds and bathrooms, etc.

The dive site of Million Dollar Point is where thousands of tonnes of military gear and equipment was
discarded and dumped into the ocean, rather than give it to the local Government who refused to pay 6
cents on the dollar.

Sea Whisper’s adventures to be continued in 2015.

About The Author

Lionel Dobson and Barbara Erickson

Sea Whisper - Fraser 50 Ketch

Intrepid adventurers and frequent contributors to 'Currents', Lionel and Barbara have been cruising the
Western Pacific for the past several years.

_______________________________________________
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Aid for Vanuatu - Cyclone Pam Aftermath

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/aid-vanuatu-cyclone-pam-aftermath/

Bluewater Cruising Association members who have had the good fortune to sail to Vanuatu and explore
this amazing archipelago will have felt heartsick when the country was levelled by Cyclone Pam last
month. Some may even have wept upon seeing photos of the devastation and hearing the stories that
gradually appeared in the media in the aftermath; favourite cruising destinations, villages, schools, and
hospitals were almost unrecognizable under piles of debris.

Others, upon realizing the extent of the disaster and the urgent need for international aid, immediately
asked, “What can we do?” and “How can we help?” Along with international aid organizations (e.g.,
Canadian Red Cross, World Vision Canada, UNICEF Canada), smaller NGOs are responding to the call
for assistance, as is the yachting community in general. This video, produced by Shaun O’Callaghan and
published on April 6, 2015, shows the impact of the devastation on the remote islands north of Efate and
the assistance rendered by motor yacht Dragonfly. An article published by Radio New Zealand (RNZ) on
Good Friday and updated again on April 6, confirms that, three weeks after the cyclone struck, water,
food, and shelter are still the primary needs of many Ni-Vans, but emphasis is also now being put on
health and education as well.
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Post Cyclone Pam: where the Lenakel Market took place; March 17, 2015. Photo Credit: Edgar
Su/Reuters

Further to the RNZ article and the Dragonfly video, the following are but a few of the NGOs that may
‘speak to the heart’, should you wish to make a difference and help rebuild the lives of so many people in
a poor nation that, in 2006, was voted the ‘happiest country in the world’ by the New Economics
Foundation’s Happy Planet Index. It  should be noted that while BCA does not necessarily support any
specific NGO or charitable organization, we do want to generate awareness of a region in need that is
visited regularly by cruisers.

Victoria-Vanuatu Physician Project – Since 1991, ViVa has provided continuous physician staffing for
Lenakel Hospital on Tanna, an island that many BCA members will have stopped at enroute to New Cal
and Australia.  As other cruisers had done, we went to Lenakel when Camdeboo was in Port Resolution
in 2008, and met the then-resident physician, Dr. Dan Leavitt and his family (from Salt Spring Island). As
a result of that experience, I can vouch for the need of this particular project. To contribute to the
rebuilding of the hospital, go to vivaproject.ca.

Sea Mercy provides disaster and critical health care services (medical, dental, and eye) to the remote
islands in the South Pacific. Sea Mercy‘s Disaster Response Fleet does not have ‘infrastructure’
limitations and is able to sail the supplies directly to the coastal villages on the primary and remote
islands that the larger aid organizations are unable to reach. Don Craigmyle is a BCA member from
Sidney, who sailed with this organization in 2014. He writes, “Sea Mercy has certainly proven that they
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can get care directly to the remote islands and would be worthy of support.” See Disaster Relief Fund for
Vanuatu for more information.

The Butterfly Trust (based out of New Zealand) works alongside communities in rural Vanuatu to
improve access to health care and education. It has been working hard to assist with the relief effort and
put programs in place for longer-term recovery.

OceansWatch was established as a registered trust in 2007 by a group of sailors and environmentalists,
who saw an opportunity for people sailing the world’s oceans to give something back to the islanders
whose homes and reefs they visited. Their latest newsletter reports that relief efforts are being
concentrated in Temotu (NE Solomon Islands), but that they will also help the more inaccessible northern
group of islands in Vanuatu, if those islanders have unmet aid needs.

In addition to the above, there are, of course, many other organizations, large and small, that have
committed to helping rebuild Vanuatu. Not surprisingly, there are also individuals who feel so strongly
about Vanuatu that they have started ‘crowdfunding’, raising monetary contributions via the internet from
people around the world for a specific project, i.e. rebuilding a school or hospital or covering the cost of
school fees for Ni-Van children who have been affected by the cyclone. 

BCA applauds both the individual and cooperative responses to the disaster in Vanuatu and passes on the
above information in ‘good faith’. It is recommended that those who wish to make a financial
contribution do their own due diligence and check the agencies or crowdfunding programs prior to doing
so.

Thanks to BCA members David Hollands, Don Craigmyle, and Hugh Bacon for their assistance with this
article.

Cover photo credit: Enhanced infrared satellite image of Tropical Cyclone Pam on Thursday morning
March 12, 2015. (NOAA/NASA, RAMMB/CIRA)

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.
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The Perils of Open Spaces Aboard

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/perils-open-spaces-aboard/

Norm shares one more lesson learned while sailing in the South Pacific Ocean, from New Caledonia to
New Zealand. This time, the lesson learned is about crew safety in the galley while underway.

Situation

The galley of our Saga 43, Sarah Jean II, is fairly open for an offshore boat. Seas were rough as we
approached New Zealand, on passage from New Caledonia. Beth had been working in the galley
preparing lunch. She was wearing a galley strap around her waist that secured her to a stainless bar
running along the edge of the counter. She unhooked herself in preparation to go up the companionway to
the cockpit. At that exact moment, a larger than usual wave flung the boat sideways. Beth was launched
out of the galley, across the boat and through the open door of the aft cabin. She continued through the aft
cabin and hit the door of the hanging locker head first, knocking the centre panel of the door out of the
frame. Fortunately the door got the worst of it. Beth had a good size goose bump on her head, but was
otherwise OK. If she had hit the corner of the door frame with her head, it could have been much worse.

Lessons Learned
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Large waves can suddenly and unexpectedly roll the boat and send crew flying at any time, if the weather
is a little rough. There is usually no time to react.

Large open space in an offshore boat increases the likelihood of serious falls. The more open the area, the
further you can be sent flying and the more likely you will be injured.

Galley straps are helpful but they won’t be worn at all times, especially when crew are in the galley for
just a few minutes to make a tea or grab a snack.

Areas where you spend a lot of time should be permanently fitted with protective rails, grab bars or other
means to divide up open spaces, or otherwise reduce the risk of a crew member being launched.

The new stainless bars we added to the galley enclose the open space and provide greater security.

Preventive Action Taken

We knew we would be on a starboard tack for much of the journey back to Canada from New Zealand.
With our open galley located on the starboard side of the boat, we knew the risk of being tossed out of the
galley again was very high.
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We had already installed a sturdy table and grab bar in the middle of our cockpit to divide up this open
space. The table gave us something to lean against and made it nearly impossible to be thrown from the
high side of the cockpit to the low side. We decided to apply the same design concept to the galley.

When we arrived in New Zealand, we designed a stainless steel railing system to enclose more of the
galley. We also designed a stainless grab bar to run along the length of the saloon table. Beth had found
the overhead hand holds in Sarah Jean II hard to reach when the boat was heeled. We tracked down a
good stainless fabricator in Opua and had the bars built. They took only a few hours to install.

The new galley bars provided a sturdy place to lean against when working at the sink and when working
near the stove or digging around in the fridge. The new grab bar on our saloon table proved to be easier
and more intuitive to grab than the overhead hand holds. On our 8,000 mile trip home, we felt much more
secure and had no further incidents of being thrown about, even though we experienced some heavy
weather. We wondered how we had ever sailed without these additions!

The new bar we added to the saloon table was much easier to reach and was intuitive to use.

Most Open Spaces Can be Modified

With a bit of imagination, most large open spaces on your boat can be divided up with attractive and
sturdy additions that will keep your crew comfortable and safe in offshore conditions. There is no such
thing as too cozy a space or too many hand holds on an offshore boat!
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Repairs

Beth’s goose bump eventually repaired itself. Marine cabinet makers in New Zealand rebuilt our
demolished hanging locker door so it looked as good as new!

 

About The Author

Norm Cooper

Sarah Jean II - Saga 43

Norm and his wife, Beth, spent three years cruising in Mexico, across the South Pacific to New Zealand
and then back home to Vancouver. He is now active as a volunteer with BCA. Norm is an ISPA certified
sailing instructor, Together with Beth he operates Ocean Forest Voyaging offering offshore sailing
instruction, cruising reference books and passage planning software.
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Sailing Away Part 2: Building the Dream

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-away-part-2-building-dream/

Building stuff is another passion of mine. Before getting married, I built a beautiful kitchen set that
included a table, benches and corner cabinet, all of which still serve us today. Five years into our marriage
I designed and built our 3,000 square foot passive solar home in Barrie, Ontario, and for 20 years of my
career, I owned a construction company.

So, it wasn’t a far stretch to consider the task of building a boat. The original plan was to have someone
complete all the aluminum work for us and then we would finish off the interior, install boat systems and
rigging. After receiving a couple of quotes in the $150,000 range, I was reviewing some details with the
designer, Ted Brewer, when he suggested that I do the aluminum work. He explained that if we had the
aluminum work completed now, what were we going to do for the next 14 years of the project? Certainly
the remainder of the work would only take a few of those years. So after careful consideration and
realizing the time was available, the decision was made that I was to do all the metal work.

I hadn’t worked with metal before, but it wouldn’t be that foreign to me. As a carpenter, I had been
cutting and fitting pieces of material together my whole life. Aluminum is similar to wood in that it can
be cut and trimmed with a circular saw, electric plane and router – tools I was familiar with. The only task
I hadn’t done before was welding … and how hard could that be? Then “people in the know” started
commenting on how difficult aluminum welding is. “It is so tricky that few welders ever get the skill to
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weld aluminum” they would say.

Well, if I was one to listen to people who thought they were “in the know”, this project would never have
started, let alone become finished.

So, off to the local supplier of welding equipment and supplies I went. The technical sales guy at Air
Liquid  listened intently to me describe the project for about 10 minutes. The salesman put it quite simply,
“I can sell you a less expensive unit that will do the job, but you will be cursing me the whole time. Or
you can pay more (an extra $1,000) and we will remain friends forever.” Well, I didn’t necessarily come
to make friends, but as a carpenter, I do know the importance of having and using the right tools for a job.

So I forked out thousands of dollars for equipment, and forever more couldn’t figure out why “people in
the know” had said welding aluminum was so difficult. I compare welding to running a bead of caulking
with a good caulking gun. I just had to make sure all the settings (voltage, amperage, wire speed, gas)
were set just right for the type of weld and the thickness of aluminum. However, this was made easy by
using tables published by the American Welding Society. The Society also published a book entitled
“Welding Aluminum Hulls”, with the whole welding process described to a tee.

Ring frames welded together and laid out on the strong back.

At this point we had lofted the boat out on a 15’x50’ drawing table. From the full size drawing, we made
plywood templates for the sixteen rib sections that would give the boat its final shape and strength. From
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these templates, we had the arduous task of bending 3×3 aluminum angles to their exact profile. We
didn’t have the benefit of today’s technology, using computerized drawings with CNC files for robot
plasma cutters, to cut the profiles. So this task seemed to take forever, after which it looked like “a heap
of twisted scrap metal” (Carol’s exact words). These words were not much of a morale booster, after
days and days of work! But I knew each twisted piece was perfect, then the project turned from tedious to
fun. Welding these pieces together to form ring frames was quick, and soon the 16 ribs of the boat were
standing up, forming the partial skeleton and the shape of the vessel to come. “Wow, I can see the boat
starting to materialize!” Even better, Carol finally saw the progress and a form that sort of resembled a
boat. The shape, however, was upside down, resembling more of a submarine than a sailboat.

All our research on constructing boats showed that the easiest way to build a metal boat was to assemble
the components inverted; allowing gravity to give you a helping hand. It did indeed make things easier,
but led to future complications … righting it at some point.

Frames are all in place, stringers installed and the plating is underway. The hull was built upside down for
ease of construction.

While fabricating Voyageur 10.10, I was running a construction company and spending time helping
Carol run her dance studio. I was also volunteering as a director/manager/trainer with freestyle skiing,
running elite events … and I taught sailing four weeks of the summer in Ontario… and… another two weeks
in the Caribbean… Oh yeh, and found time for my children too . . .  Whewww!

“Wow” everyone would ask, “where do you find the time to fit in building a boat?”

However, to this day, I can’t figure out what everyone else did with their time. Maybe time moved slower
for me, allowing me to get more done in any hour, everything just seemed to fit in to the busy schedule.
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The first years of constructing the hull passed quickly, and the day came when it was completed, but still
upside down.

So the time came to hire a crane to turn the boat over in our backyard. The first big milestone of the
project had arrived! Next was to complete the deck, cabin and cockpit. These are areas where we strayed
a little from the original design. We reconfigured some details to suit our specific needs for long distance
ocean passages. Seat back heights were increased and a hard dodger was added, to name a few.

The first big milestone was flipping the hull right side up. Here, a 70 ton crane is parked in our back yard.
The job only took a couple of hours.

As I am writing this, Carol is poking me, saying “don’t forget to include the part where you set yourself
on fire, or the nasty cuts I had to clean and mend for you. Oh, and remember the days you would swear up
and down that you were quitting the project and selling the obelisk for scrap metal? How about
mentioning the days you were so frustrated that there were tears streaming down your cheeks.”

“No Carol, I don’t think anyone wants to hear those stories” I replied. “Actually, I just don’t want to
remember those moments … they were real downers, and it may turn people off starting their own project.
This is supposed to be inspirational, making people feel like they can do anything they set out to do.”

Yes, the project had some real low points, but sticking with it soon produced some incredible highs that
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overshadowed them.

Now, with 95% of the welding completed, we started to install windows, hatches and port lights. With the
boat closed in we could start thinking about installing interior components.

During the many winters throughout the construction schedule, when it was too cold to be working
outside, we fabricated components for the interior of the boat. We started with the saloon table made of
solid cherry plank with maple inlays, then cabinets and settees … the pile was building. Where am I going
to put all of this stuff?

At the time, it was way too early to install them in the boat. One day, while standing in our living room
with Carol, I casually said “we don’t use the living room very much any more … right?” Carol
hesitatingly said “nooo?” wondering where this discussion was going.

Before she could blink an eye, our son had removed all the living room furniture down to his pad on the
lower level of the house. Carol was figuring it out now … and too late … the furniture was gone. The living
room was perfect, measuring 14’ x 36’, pretty much the exact size of the interior of the boat. Now, as
pieces were completed, they would be placed exactly as they would appear in the boat. ”But this is our
living room!” Carol exclaimed. It turned out that we didn’t even miss it. This decision helped keep the
project on track. There was a real sense of excitement as each finished piece made its way to its proper
place in the room. We would walk through it pretending we were in Voyageur 10.10.
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Our living room just happened to be the same size as the boat interior, so it became the staging area for all
the interior components.

A couple of years back, when we had the boat flipped over, the crane operator asked about the future
plans for the project. The topic of 16,000 pounds of lead in the keel was brought up. The crane operator
was very insistent and strongly suggested that we didn’t put the lead in the keel until after the boat was
moved to a marina at the water’s edge. The bare hull and deck weighed 12,000 pounds and adding
another 16,000 would make the difficulty of hoisting the boat out of the back yard nearly impossible. This
lift would extend the reach of the crane to capacity; risky business when the boat had to fly over the house
onto a flatbed truck parked on our patio.

Great advice! Getting the boat out of the back yard came off without a hitch. In only four hours, on that
second milestone day, all equipment arrived. We built a 150’ long gravel road, hoisted the boat onto the
flatbed and watched it sail down the street, faster than it will ever travel again.

What an amazing sight! A couple of tears were shed, with the pride of knowing, “I MADE THAT!”
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About The Author

Ken Gillstrom

Voyageur 10.10 - 45' Custom Aluminum

Ken Gillstrom is a Sail Canada Advanced Cruising Instructor and RYA Yachtmaster Offshore. He has
sailed over 60,000nm throughout Canada, U.S., Europe, Caribbean and Pacific Ocean. He and his wife,
Carol, provide sail training adventures on board Voyageur. They also offer instruction on board your
vessel while they are in the Vancouver area. Check out their website www.voyageursailing.com. 
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Gaining Perspective

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/gaining-perspective/

At the Bluewater Cruising Association, their categories of perspective have us in limbo.  Are we today a
“dreamer”, a “doer”, or a “doner”?

Perspective: appearance of distant objects to observer; the appearance of objects to an observer,
allowing for the effect of their distance from the observer

As a cruiser who currently cruises year round in a 4 metre Achilles dinghy, 5 km to town across Salem
Sound and the Atlantic Ocean, I would fit in as a little dopey.  Our major Tillicum cruising years of
2009-2011 seem a very distant past and fading day by day.  I am more of a dreamer of past voyages and
dreamer of days ahead in Nova Scotia, these dark, dreary winter days.
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Perspective – Tillicum as a dreamer of past voyages and dreamer of days ahead.

True, we still live on the ocean and no doubt our trip has led us here and keeping us in a new version of
cruising mode.  We are employed as caretakers for 10 months on a 60-acre island just off the mainland,
and have access by our dinghy to the historic towns of Salem, Marblehead, Beverly and Manchester by
the Sea.  Just to the west of the island is Bowditch Ledge, a stone cairn announcing “beware of navigation
dangers”!  For those historically inclined, Nathaniel Bowditch (born in Salem) is credited as the founder
of modern maritime navigation; his book, “The New American Practical Navigator” was first published
in 1802.

Back to perspective!   Reflecting from afar on our “trip”, I have to relate three distinct sayings, phrases,
and a poem that stick out in my memory.

First, a little saying on a card in a shop in Beaufort, North Carolina goes like this:

The little boat of you and me

Went sailing on the deep blue sea

We weather the winds and crashing waves
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And we were strong

And true and brave

We were still in love

We kept sailing on the deep blue sea

The little boat of you and me

Definitely in the Dreamer-Doer stage here! The second was printed on a T-shirt found in Isla Mujeres,
Mexico and goes like this:

 Face your fears and live your dreams!

Certainly a “Doing” type of saying! Finally, the last was found in 2011, when we first took up our post on
Bakers Island and hit home:

The Ship of Life, by John T. Baker

 Along the shore I spy a ship

As she sets out to sea:

She spreads her sails and sniffs the breeze

And slips away from me

 

I watch her fading image shrink

As she moves on and on,

Until at last she’s but a speck,

Then someone says, “She’s gone.”

 

Gone where? Gone only from our sight

And from our farewell cries:

That ship will somewhere reappear
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To other eager eyes.

 

Beyond the dim horizon’s rim

Resound the welcome drums,

And we’re crying, “There she goes!”

They’re shouting, “Here she comes!”

 

We’re built to cruise for but a while

Upon this trackless sea

Until one day we sail away

Into infinity.

In hindsight, our distant memories of this cruising lifestyle have led us to some major modifications. We
no longer pine for long voyages and interesting cultures to experience; but realistically yearn for a return
to civilization, access to the car, shopping, and the trappings that might be categorized as the dreaded “L”
word – landlubbers.

It would not be fair to have only expounded on philosophical musings, without being practical and
passing on some cruising tales for this interesting area.

New England has plenty of sailing! There are plenty of sailboats – 1,000 just in Marblehead harbour, all
at moorings.  Our first foray north of here was in 2013, to the highly-anticipated cruising waters of
Maine.  Our final destination was to reach Nova Scotia and finalize our “smiley face” sailing trip, after
leaving Vancouver in June of 2009.

Maine is, well, interesting.   Personally, I would have liked to have sailed there 40 years ago; it might
have somewhat resembled Nova Scotia nowadays.  It seems over developed – the beauty still exists, but
your perspective is to maybe stay on the water and see it from afar.  The capes are the same as eternally
viewed. The currents, fog and wild weather have not changed.  The lobster pots!  Heidi says it is like they
sprinkled Skittles over the water.  We did not venture farther east than Mount Desert, Camden area and
truthfully, the pull to Canada overshadowed the enjoyment of the area.  The small outposts and gunk-
holing east of this area would be a good alternative to crowded harbours and dodging 3 million pots.

Off to Canada! We left Long Island, Maine and crossed the Bay of Fundy, leaving at daybreak and
arriving at Brier Island (home of Joshua Slocum) at dusk.  Along the route, we were treated to a fantastic
display of humpback whale-antics for about two hours as we neared the Nova Scotia shores.
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Later, we landed in Yarmouth, called Canpass to get checked in by Canada Customs, and celebrated the
return to our homeland!

Our crazy plan, once we arrived, was to go house hunting with a twist. We would be arriving port to port
via our Tillicum boat.  All in all, we explored this area of Nova Scotia from our boat and via auto with
our real estate agents.  Living and travelling by boat dictated modification of this activity.  We visited
Yarmouth, travelled further east (never got used to this idea, it always seemed like we were going north!)
past the dreaded Cape Sable (watch the tides) to Shelburne.  We checked out real estate here.  Our land
criterion was to have an eye for where to keep Tillicum and how the cruising-sailing aspect of the area
would suit us.  Amazingly, we discovered many cruisers do the very same thing here.  It is convenient,
safe, and quite lovely, if you like old towns with lots of history and fog.

From here, we worked our way up the coast and the next port of call was the LaHave River area.  Our
cruising guide led us to the “famous” LaHave bakery, which we found easily.  It became our Nirvana!  
We dropped the anchor just above the cable ferry crossing, and Tillicum took it in one try and didn’t
want to budge.  A miracle!  Actually, we were just glad to be holed up, with an interesting area to
explore, with a shore on the port side and a shore on the starboard side.

Next stop was just across the way to Riverport.  Lo and behold, we arrived just in time to join in the Nova
Scotia Schooner Association annual race week!  This truly fit in with why we sailed in a schooner; instant
camaraderie, challenges, food, rum, music, and stories.  Needless to say we had an intense week racing
for our handicap, with crew from the infamous Bluenose crewing, and learning about the big schooner
heritage and beautiful, well-sailed schooners of all types.

We took Tillicum up the river to Bridgeport, about 15km inland.  The fog lifted and we finally felt the
warmth of the sun, something we had not had since leaving Massachusetts four weeks earlier.

Horizons still beckoning, we were off to that famous of all ports, Lunenburg.  We had been to Lunenburg
by car in years previous.  Sailing here was the perspective to arrive properly – by sea!   We eagerly
shopped, played tennis (a pastime throughout our trip) and soaked up the historic ambiance.  We were not
yet finished house shopping and took in many homes, bays and possibilities, all with the eye and question
in our boat-brain heads, what about Tillicum?
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We are keeping our perspective while Tillicum watches over us in the bay

Well, enough rambling…I will cut to the chase and say we did in fact “settle” in this fair, far land.  Once
again, Tillicum told us exactly where to plant ourselves.  Early in 2014, after an exhaustive search, we
found what might be that perfect place to play out our cruising/sailing days. The LaHave River, in Burn’s
Cove, quite near Bridgewater, became our way-point.   This spot is the sunny side of the river, with roads
suitable to biking. Quite incidentally, our two-level house is very sunny and the closest building replica of
a boat we could find, with dimensions of 26 feet by 50 feet!   This year, 2015, we will pretend to be
landlubbers and enter back into the rat race and keep our perspective, while Tillicum watches out over us
out in the bay.  We intend to keep sailing, racing and make our living with a small business called
“Tillicum Adventure Tours”.  Our goal is to share our cruising trip experience with others, thus keeping
alive the perspective of doing, yet always dreaming, while travelling along that elusive water path.  We
hope to never be done until we’ve sailed past the horizon and sailed through the green flash!  And even
then we will gain a new perspective.

About The Author

Russ Mead

Tillicum 1 - Custom wooden schooner, 40' on deck, 50' LOA  
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Russ Mead and his wife Heidi are currently caretakers on an Island near Boston, Massachusetts. They
sailed away from Vancouver in 2009 aboard Tillicum 1 traversing down the West Coast, through the
Panama Canal, around in the Caribbean, and up the East Coast (The Smiley Route). After two years of
sailing, they now live near Lunenburg, Nova Scotia on the LaHave River. They are establishing a cruising
and adventure business called Tillicum Adventure Tours.
Tillicum 1 was built by Kenny Powell in Anacortes, WA in 1982 and the Meads purchased her on Salt
Spring Island. She is currently lying in Beverly, MA patiently awaiting her next life as a charter tour boat
on the LaHave River.
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Effective Communication on Board

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/effective-communication-board/

In all aspects of our lives, communicating is an essential skill that we use to make friends, build
relationships, and carry out everyday functions at work and play. Everyone has their individual style of
communicating, some people being more effective at it than others. Your ability to communicate can
determine how successful you will be at maintaining relationships or progressing through the ranks in the
workplace. Rarely does this ability or lack of it become life threatening. If the communication process
breaks down, we can retreat to another room, office or even get away from the situation . . . and life will
go on.

At sea, the situation is very different. Your safety, along with the safety of crew and vessel, is dependent
on how well people communicate on the vessel. Not only the safety concerns, but everyday life on the
vessel can be “awkward” if the communication process breaks down. There is nowhere to retreat to or get
away from the situation – the issues are full front and center. Using the wrong wording or a “perceived”
improper tone can easily lead to mutiny. Appropriate communication on the vessel will not only make it
safer and maintain an amicable attitude amongst crew, but will also make daily life much more pleasant.
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Communication is the process of exchanging information, knowledge, emotion and understanding
between parties. This process can be executed in three ways.

1. One way communication

Transmission from sender to receiver with no desire or intention for feedback
Fast, simple instructions
With no feedback, we are unsure if the message was heard or understood
Crew may not hear the full message or misinterpret it, resulting in confusion. This
misunderstanding will leave both parties frustrated and stressed.

2. Two way communication

Transmission of information back and forth between parties
This process requires more time
You receive feedback that helps you determine whether the message has been received and
interpreted properly
If the message has been misunderstood, the person delivering the message will know this
immediately and they will have to transmit the message again, with increased volume or
different choice of wording

3. Non-verbal communication

Transmission of information and feelings through gestures and body language
Non-verbal communication may be the only way to transmit your message, if there is a lot
of background noise or a substantial distance between the two parties, as can often be the
case when we are at sea.
If we combine non-verbal methods with a verbal message, we will increase the impact of
the transmission and it may be deciphered and understood quicker than a verbal message
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alone. A watch captain’s verbal message to raise an anchor can be enhanced by pointing
up and rotating hand.
However if we are utilizing two ways of transmitting a message, we must make sure that
they are in sync and delivering the same message. Otherwise the recipient will get mixed
messages and confusion results.

This non-verbal communication is a little confusing, happy hands…angry face. “Do you want that genoa
sheet eased or hardened, or do you want me to get you a bucket and call a doctor?”
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Here is a great example of non-verbal communication – while at anchor after a long passage, the message
is
obvious . . . “DO NOT DISTURB and I am NOT making dinner!”

Focusing on two-way communication is the key to increasing safety on the vessel.

Use standard, known, and agreed upon phrases to simplify the process and reduce the chances of
confusion

READY TO TACK
Listen for ALL to respond to ensure the message has been received, decoded, and the recipient is
ready to act on the message

READY
If feedback is not received or the feedback is not relevant to the expected response, then the
message must be repeated. You may have to enhance the message using more volume or gestures.
Remember that you are in a noisy environment and it can be difficult to hear.
Try to make eye or physical contact during the communication process. This will improve
awareness and effectiveness of the message.

Effective communication on board a vessel also relies on crew members being good listeners. They must
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be attentive in order to receive and decipher the complete message, as well as make the speaker feel heard
and understood. If the audience is not focused on the speaker, only part of the message is received,
resulting in frustration and hostility in both parties.

 

An effective communicator needs to be an attentive listener. This can be quite difficult at sea, with wind
and wave background noise, and the message being muffled through layers of head wear.

On beautiful sunny days at sea, with moderate wind on the stern quarter, life on the vessel can be pure
bliss. However, a small change in weather conditions, or a mechanical failure can increase the stress
levels on the vessel, putting the emotional atmosphere on the vessel into a tailspin. This is when effective
communication is required the most, but the increase in stress usually reduces our ability to transmit
messages and listen effectively. This in turn leads to a misinterpretation of the message and friction builds
between the parties.

If the physical environment (weather/mechanical breakdown) continues to deteriorate, emotions will run
high and possibly get out of hand. The communication process becomes disrupted and can completely
break down. Crew relations and safety will be jeopardized.
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This is a time when effective communication needs to be at its peak so all crew can work as a team. Quite
often, changing environmental conditions require quick thinking, problem solving, and creative ideas. If
the crew is communicating well with each other, they will remain focused, allowing ideas and solutions to
flourish.

No two crew members are wired the same, each one communicates in their own way. When faced with
stressful situations at sea, my brain sparks and my concentration goes into overdrive. Along with this, my
communication level focuses on providing only essential information to crew. I only want pertinent
information communicated to me. On the other hand, Carol becomes much more verbal in these situations
and also wants every fragment of information communicated to her so she can analyze and process it in
her mind, to fully understand the picture.

These completely different processes work for each of us; however, we need to co exist, and even thrive,
in these stressful situations. Carol is looking for increased amounts of communication from me at the
same time that I am clamming up, trying to concentrate. We have come to realize these differences and
make a purposeful effort to accommodate each other’s communication style, reducing the chances of
conflict.

There are also situations where crew members need to react very quickly. An approaching hazard may
require immediate response to commands and there may be little time for two-way communication. The
“order” comes across urgently and the crew needs to react with speed and precision. It will be the tone of
voice and the volume that will demand the appropriate response. Many times, it is just this tone and
volume that gets the backs up of crew members. Therefore, in the general day-to-day running of the
vessel, communication needs to be clear and concise, involving participation from both parties. This takes
time and quite often a concerted effort.

The “Captain Bligh” type commands must be reserved for those very few (hopefully never) imminent
situations when response time is critical to the safety of crew and vessel. If crew members understand that
this is the communication style used on the vessel, they will respond to the Captain Bligh order urgently,
without hesitation nor getting their backs up. If the Captain Bligh style is used too often (more than once),
then crew will not know which situation is critical and safety will suffer, not to mention there will be
degraded morale on the vessel.

There are other situations on a vessel that are not conducive to effective communication – anchoring and
docking come to mind. These can be stressful situations, because at the same time the parties are trying to
communicate, they are focused on their individual task. The crew members are separated by some
distance, background noise levels are high, and there is little or no eye contact. That is, everything that
you need for communication to be effective is removed from the equation! In these cases, it is important
to come up with a plan of action and communicate it with the crew prior to entering into the situation.
Sort of like a huddle in football, or a morning strategy meeting at the office. A plan of action is
communicated and all parties are assigned a task. There may even be a Plan B discussed. This means that
there is less information that will have to be communicated when completing the assignment and crew
members can focus on their individual, preassigned tasks.
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Voyageur 10.10 is approaching an unfamiliar dock in Horta – a stressful situation that is not conducive to
effective communication. There is distance between crew members and everyone is facing a different
direction. We completed a reconnaissance pass by the dock, returned to safe water, communicated a plan
to the crew and were then able to execute the plan with little additional communication. (Photo: Jeanine
Hooper-Yan)

Communicating on the radio offers its own challenges. The only tool we have to get the message across is
our voice; no gestures, expressions or eye contact. Most times we cannot see the recipient, or even know
that they are there. The recipient has their own challenges . . . static, poor reception, and background
noise. There may even be a language barrier. They don’t know you, see you or even know where you are.
In radio communication, you only have the tone and volume of your voice to get your message across.

In this case, you must use carefully chosen words to give the recipient a true picture of your situation and
avoid any confusion. You need to understand the recipient’s challenges and help them overcome them by
speaking slowly and clearly, enunciate every word and pause between them. The only way that you know
that they have received and understood the message is to have them repeat it back to you. Since you
cannot see them, you will know if they are taking action or what their response is unless they tell you so,
you may have to deliberately ask them.
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On our last day of an Atlantic crossing, the radio crackled away with a MAYDAY. The male voice had a
heavy accent but the basic message was clear “Meyday-Meyday-Meyday dis iz . . .” We quickly
responded and asked them to repeat the nature of emergency and location, as it was difficult to decipher
the heavy accent. A new English female voice came over the radio: “100’ wood schooner, 5 crew on
board, engine room is on fire, all electrical and mechanical have failed, life raft has been launched”. Her
voice made it obvious that the situation was urgent and they feared for their lives, but no sign of panic.
This enabled her to communicate clearly. They were only 7 miles away and making a course change to
Barbados under full sail.

For the next 8 hours we provided an escort to the vessel, in case the situation on the vessel deteriorated to
the point where it was necessary for them to abandon ship. We shadowed them, as they were a faster
vessel, never getting closer than 4 miles and never gaining visual contact. However, we could vividly see
the vessel and crew in our minds. The communications officer on the schooner had an incredible ability to
stay calm in an emergency while keeping us aware of the situation, and to make sure that we there for
them if needed. We continually gave reassurance that we were with them, but their handheld VHF died
after 7 hours. The Barbadian Coast Guard had monitored all communication and intercepted the schooner
20 miles from the coast, at which point the Coast Guard gave the okay to break off the escort.

As we are a teaching vessel, we have witnessed many different personalities and communication styles
while at sea. Some styles definitely prove more effective than others. Quite often the style of
communication you use will be different for various crew members, depending on their personality or
their relationship to you. Crew members must make an effort to overlook challenging personalities and
respectfully interact with each other.

Effective communication is one of the key factors that helps create and maintain a safe environment on
and around your vessel. This will not only make for safer voyages, it will maintain an amicable crew, and
miles of pleasant sailing.

About The Author

Ken Gillstrom

Voyageur 10.10 - 45' Custom Aluminum

Ken Gillstrom is a Sail Canada Advanced Cruising Instructor and RYA Yachtmaster Offshore. He has
sailed over 60,000nm throughout Canada, U.S., Europe, Caribbean and Pacific Ocean. He and his wife,
Carol, provide sail training adventures on board Voyageur. They also offer instruction on board your
vessel while they are in the Vancouver area. Check out their website www.voyageursailing.com. 
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Tips, Tricks and Techniques for Offshore

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/tips-tricks-techniques-offshore/

The Fleet Group is organized by the Bluewater Cruising Association with the objective of assisting those
preparing for offshore cruising. We joined the group last fall, in October 2014, and attended evening
meetings every second Wednesday at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club over this past winter. Ian and I had
hoped to meet other sailors also planning to head off shore this summer, but are disappointed that the
majority will not be going until 2016. Still it is a very interesting group, made up of individuals and
couples who either have a boat they are in the process of preparing, or who are still looking for the right
one. There are about 18 people in this year’s VI Fleet Group, and over the winter we have built up a
comfortable support group, with a camaraderie unique to those in the process of making their sailing
dreams a reality.

Of course the idyllic, or rather romantic image I have of a “leaver”, is one who simply cuts the dock lines
and departs with the rudimentary essentials, and c’est la vie. Unfortunately, I’m more the opposite, and
have to admit that I write copious notes at every meeting, and have collected a library of everything
cruising, from how to lay out a galley, make a series drogue and stock a ditch bag, from articles that I’ve
collected from various sailing magazines and journals over the last 5 years.
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VI Fleet members and presenters at a recent meeting in Victoria

What follows is a short selection of the informative topics that we have been so lucky to take part in as
members of this year’s Fleet. This is just a small sample and I’m not expecting all readers to be familiar
with or agree upon everything, but perhaps it will provide those who are considering the benefits of
joining Fleet, with the incentive to do so:

Boat Electrical Systems

Top ten electrical troubles on a boat:

1. Not enough attention given to in-line fuses, neatness and attention to colour coding.
2. Incorrect terminal ends (type and size).
3. Terminal staking causes high voltage.
4. Unsupported wiring.
5. Undersized wiring.
6. Over-current protection is missing (interrupt capacity and protection of the device).
7. Ungrounded conductors.
8. Grounds are floating.
9. Not good access to battery switch and should not be in the engine room.

10. Batteries not in a vented locker.
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Safety and Comfort at Sea

Have a secure berth while in heavy seas – it should be as wide as your shoulders, and padded with
pillows. The berth should be near the center of the boat and with your feet forward.
Ski masks or goggles are useful when sailing in driving rain.
Foam strips are useful for keeping down cabin noise, by weaving around pots, bottles etc.
Life vests should have a crotch strap.

Single Side Band Radio

Persons on a pleasure craft need an operators license to operate the VHF radio. A Maritime
Mobile Radio Station Licence is mandatory when operating a marine SSB or VHF in foreign
waters.
Satellite phones are not recognized as an emergency device on a boat – partly because the phone
does not broadcast an emergency.
Your backstay is only the top half of the antenna system.
Have a spare length of copper wire on board to assist in calling out, in case you lose your mast, .

Medical Issues for Cruisers

British Columbians can cruise offshore for up to 2 years and maintain medical coverage, as long
as premiums are paid
Wound infections – manage early and manage aggressively. Keep clean and dry. Especially for
coral cuts.
Always check with the locals on what fish to eat. It is surprising the number of fish that contain
toxins.
Keep a list of medications, allergies and a medical log of events, for liability purposes.

ICOM 802

There is no requirement for radio operators on commercial vessels – they have been phased out
with the introduction of AIS. However, they are required by law to monitor the Digital Selective
Calling (DSC) in case of emergency transmissions.
EPIRB signals take 1 hr and 45 minutes to reach ground stations.
Keep lots of ferrites on board (not the four legged ferret).
Power the ICOM radio directly from the battery and not from the breaker panel.
Copper stripping for grounding doesn’t last as long as copper braid.

Radar

‘Head Up’ course display is best used for collision avoidance. In head up mode, fixed objects
always move down the screen.
‘North Up’ is normally used for navigation.
Radar is real information, and is the true means of knowing what is going on around you;
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everything else (GPS, AIS, chart plotter) is information fed to you.
Primary uses of radar: collision avoidance, navigation and detection of features such as weather.
Rocky beaches are easier to see on radar than mud beaches that have less reflection off the radar
signal.
Make sure to  zoom in often to check for nearby hazards.

Heavy Weather Preparation

Always best to do main sail reefing at the mast, because you have a clearer picture of what is
going on.
In heavy weather, you need your systems set up so that you can do everything with one hand (the
other is used for holding on).
Stay sails are best in poor conditions because they bring the work load lower to the deck and
closer to the mast.
Spin locks (clutches) should be scattered all over the boat – they are very useful.
In preparation for heavy weather, duct tape forward hatches, charge batteries, pump bilges, shut
off the chain pipe (plasticine works well), shut off galley pipes, set up lee cloths. A laminated
check-list for heavy weather preparation is useful.

Lessons Learned

Solar activity can interfere with radio reception – and is usually worse at midday and around
sunset.
If your laptop gets wet, drain water from it, then put it in a ziplock bag with soda crackers to dry it
out.
‘3 Sisters’ are waves coming from 3 different directions – they have steep peaks and break all
around you.

For more information about the Fleet groups, please contact the Chapter coordinators:

Vancouver Island
Vancouver 
Calgary

About The Author

Helen Butler

Nightide - Liberty 458 Cutter

Helen Girvan and Ian Butler (Nightide) spent four years rebuilding Nightide in Yellowknife NWT before
shipping her to the coast and moving on board in April 2014. They are the first of the BCA Fleet of 2015
to set sail, leaving during the first week of April for Haida Gwaii and ultimately points much further
south and west (New Zealand).
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Peukert's Law

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/peukerts-law/

It is important when managing a battery bank that you know the bank’s capacity. Batteries and battery
bank capacities are usually determined from information provided by the battery manufacturer. A
common rating for storage batteries is 20 hour rate.

If a battery has a 100Ah rating at the 20 hour rate, then it can support a 5A load for 20 hours. However, if
the same battery had a 10A load attached, it could not support that load for 10 hours – this is because the
higher discharge rate will result in proportionally lower discharge time. The ratio of discharge rate and
discharge times is not linear; instead it is exponential.

A scientist named Peukert is noted for doing a mathematical analysis of this anomaly, and determined
constants for varying battery types that would allow for the discharge rate effect to be accounted for when
estimating discharge times. Peukert’s work (and the constants derived from that work) are based on a 1A
current load and battery ratings are unlikely to be reported with that discharge rate.
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Peukert’s constants usually range in between 1.1 and 1.6, and are applied to the traditional formula:
T=C/I to the “nth” (“n” being “k”, or the Peukert’s constant). The problem is that very few battery
manufacturers publish a Peukert’s constant with regard to their batteries; more likely you will have to
account for the published capacity and use the revised formula of: T=C(C/R) to the k-1 power/I to the k
power (where the new term [(C/R) to the k-1] is incorporated to account for battery capacity as typically
reported).

The other consideration, besides the difficulty with published battery rating data, that will also have to be
considered applies when very low loads are considered, and self-discharge rates may become a factor. It
should also be noted that Peukert did not specify how temperature affects the constant, or how
intermittent draw, as opposed to continuous load, may affect discharge times.

 

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.
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Meet Gloria and Michael

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/seasonal-cruising-best-worlds-3/

We were extremely lucky when we went cruising. We had very good friends who left a year before us,
Gloria & Michael on  Paikea Mist. Gloria emailed me frequently about places to see along the Coconut
Milk Run, across the South Pacific. She sent me tips such as “Bring fast dry clothing. Cotton doesn’t dry
on the boat.” “Buy a yogurt maker.” “Don’t miss Fakarava in the Tuomotus. It’s a gem.” It was all very
useful information which helped prepare us for our cruising adventure. We met up with Paikea Mist in
New Zealand when we sailed into Opua on Sarah Jean II. It was a wonderful reunion.
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Michael & Gloria hiking above an anchorage

Meet Gloria & Michael

Gloria & Michael Hanssmann set sail from Vancouver on their 50’ Custom Beneteau Paikea Mist in
2009. They sailed to Mexico, across the South Pacific to Tonga, New Zealand, Fiji, Vanuatu, Australia,
Indonesia and Thailand. They cruised full time until they shipped their boat to the Mediterranean in 2013.
They are currently cruising in Turkey. You can follow their adventures at www.paikeamist.com

An Interview with Gloria Hanssmann, Paikea Mist

What is your current cruising schedule, time cruising vs. time at home? 

We spend about half the year on the boat. For a variety of reasons we have chosen to spend the shoulder
months sailing in the Med. This gives us 3-4 months of cruising at a time, and an equal amount of time to
spend at home. 

What do you like about seasonal cruising? Why does it work for you? 
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Gloria & Michael’s visit with daughter Kristine, husband Kolby, and granddaughter Fynn

I love the flexibility and fun of living in both worlds. There is no doubt that the cruising lifestyle is a great
way to experience the world. On the flip side I have always loved Vancouver and all it has to offer. Many
people are surprised to hear that we work when we are home. Work remains a positive focus for us as we
are not ready to retire quite yet. As new grandparents we especially love our time in Vancouver where we
enjoy developing and nurturing our relationship with our granddaughter. Another positive aspect of
cruising part time is that we still maintain all of our BC medical benefits. 
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Exploring the town of Alacati, Turkey on bikes

What are some of the challenges of this style of cruising from your perspective?

 In a nutshell, transitions. It can be hard to leave one lifestyle for another. The tendency is to start
missing family even before you leave, or to feel sad about the last days of cruising as you are getting
ready to head home. Another challenge is the inevitable and ongoing boat maintenance which now gets
compacted into our time on the boat. Our suitcases carry the most unusual things. This year we plan to
do some work on our weathered teak decks. I am hoping that the customs officer understands that the
‘gun’ in my luggage is actually for caulking the deck!

How and where do you store your boat? Where do you live when you come home? 

That is a funny question, because I still think of Paikea Mist as my home! I guess I am just incredibly
lucky to have more than one home. We usually pick a marina by a combination of price, location and
facility. There is often a wide range of prices, and although we don’t bottom feed, we definitely try to
gauge value. In choosing a location we consider how well the boat will be protected and the logistics of
getting to the airport. We love marinas which are in the heart of a real community, not just a tourist
place. It’s also nice to stay in a marina that has a bit of a cruiser community. In winter we have always
pulled the boat out of the water, and so far we have left the boat in the water during summer months. 

When we are in Vancouver we live in an apartment. Unlike the boat, it is nice to turn the key and not
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worry about maintenance. We rent our family home which helps out the cruising kitty.

Lycian tombs

Do you have suggestions for others who are considering seasonal cruising?

 If you can, enjoy full time cruising first. The four years we spent cruising on the boat were pure magic.
The experience gave us a very practical basis for structuring our part time cruising. Although things may
look easy from the outside, it takes ongoing interest and energy to organize seasonal cruising so be
prepared to work at it! In the end, there is no wrong way to cruise, so whatever you choose to do enjoy it
fully. 

What are your cruising plans for the upcoming year? How long do you plan to continue this style of
cruising? 

This season we plan to finally leave Turkey and the Aegean Sea, which has been our cruising territory
over the past two years. We will head westwards across the Greek islands towards Athens, the Corinthian
Canal, and then north to Albania, Montenegro and Croatia. We will leave the boat in Croatia in the
summer. We look forward to cruising in the popular waters of Croatia on both sides of their busy summer
season. We are also looking forward to our son and girlfriend joining us this spring and my brother and
his wife in the fall. We have no plans to give up seasonal cruising at this point, but I would love to get
back to full time cruising at some point.
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About The Author

Beth Cooper

Sarah Jean II - Saga 43

Beth and her husband, Norm, spent three years cruising across the South Pacific to New Zealand and then
back home to Vancouver . Beth has returned to work as an Occupational Therapist part time. She
volunteers with BCA and together with Norm operates Ocean Forest Voyaging, an offshore sailing school
operating on the BC Coast. 
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BCA VI Rendezvous: Sailing the Salish Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/bca-vi-rendezvous-sailing-salish-sea/

Come and join us at the BCA V.I. Rendezvous while sailing the Salish Sea!

Mark your calenders for this fun event:

May 16, 17, 18 – Bedwell Harbour  –  Pender Island

Book your space on the Breakwater Dock at Poet’s Cove now: $1/ft, no water, no electricity. You may
also phone  1-888-512-7638.

What to expect

Good food, fun activities, camaraderie, meeting new and old friends,  informative presentations and
visiting each others’ boats.
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Hosts

Vaughan and Rita Balaam on host vessel Baraka Bashad.

Baraka-Bashad

Please contact Rita to let the hosts know if you are planning on attending:

rbalaam@sd63.bc.ca
Phone: 250-661-3865

You will pay the registration fee when you pick up your package at the host vessel.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night: Movie Night! 'One Simple Question'

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-movie-night-one-simple-question/

A special screening of indie film One Simple Question is taking place at the May Vancouver Club Night!

So sit back, relax, and enjoy the show…

One Simple Question tells the story of one couple who shed the comforts of land to begin a life at sea on a
small sailboat. Their goal, simple yet elusive, was to sail north until they found an iceberg. Yet One
Simple Question is more than just an adventure-doc. Infused between scenes of sleepless nights, thick fog,
rough weather, and icy northern waters, is insight from top scientists and renowned world voyagers.

The indie film was first released as an official selection of the Blue Ocean Film Festival and was a finalist
in the emerging filmmaker category. It continues to gain momentum through film festivals and
community screenings, which inspire further conversations and collaborations.
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To find out more about the film, visit the film’s website.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island South: Club Night - Cruising the East Coast of
Canada

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-south-club-night-cruising-east-coast-
canada/

Ken and Carol Gillstrom will entice you to sail the varied and spectacular cruising grounds of Canada’s
East Coast. A different sailing experience than here on the west coast, you will face the challenges of
some longer more exposed ocean passages and more extreme weather. It’s the warm, welcome of the east
coast people, the picturesque villages and remote, tranquil anchorages that will keep you coming back.

Ken Gillstrom is a Sail Canada (CYA) Advanced Cruising Instructor and has the RYA Yachtmaster
Offshore Certification. Ken and his wife, Carol, live and teach sailing on their custom designed/built
aluminum cutter, Voyageur 10.10. During the past 24 months, they have logged 35,000 miles, including
two Atlantic crossings, transiting the Panama Canal and Pacific passages to Galapagos, Hawaii and BC.

Ken’s experience and his “Safety-first” mind set will steer you away from some of the more common
pitfalls so you, too, can enjoy safe and memorable cruising adventures on the high seas! You can check
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out their adventure and sailing courses at www.voyageursailing.com or Facebook “Voyageur Sailing”.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet and Weather Group

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-and-weather-group-2/

VI Fleet 

At their March 11th meeting, VI Fleet had a group discussion about wind vanes and autopilots.  Three
offshore cruisers talked about their experience with different kinds of watermakers at the next Fleet
meeting on March 25th.  There was an extra session in March at the Yachttech shop on rigging, and a
short course was offered there on hollow braid splicing.  As well, members participated in a couple of
days of tours of each others’ boats to get ideas about setting up their boats for offshore, share information
about solving problems, and anything else relevant.

The topic for the April 8th meeting at RVYC will be satellite communications for offshore, and on April
22nd the group will discuss anchoring equipment and techniques.  There will be an extra session on April
15th at UK Sailmakers on assessing and repairing sails, and tours of more Fleet members’ boats on April
11th and 18th.

VI Weather Group

In March the VI weather group had a presentation on weather in the tropics and sub-tropics, and de-
briefed their virtual passage from Hawaii to San Diego.  At upcoming meetings in April, the group will
have presentations on gap and promontory winds, tropical cyclone formation and avoidance, and will
debrief their virtual passage from Mexico to Marquesas.

Where and When

Fleet meets at 1830h (6:30 p.m.) in the Discovery Room at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon
Road, Victoria. Contact the Fleet Coordinators for additional information.

About The Author

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter - Peterson 36 Cutter

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin have been BCA members since 2000. They cruised the Pacific
Ocean over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. Connie and Peter serve as the
Vancouver Island Fleet Coordinators.

_______________________________________________
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April VI Fleet Activities

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/april-vi-fleet-activities/

Here’s a look at the April activities of the Vancouver Island Fleet and Weather Group…

VI Fleet

At the April 8th meeting, VI Fleet had an an interesting group discussion about anchoring equipment,
techniques, and problems. At the following meeting on April 22nd, Dave Dalby of Victoria Mobile Radio
gave an informative talk on satellite communications for offshore. As well, members took part in tours of
each others’ boats on April 11th and 26th, to get ideas about setting up their boats for offshore, share
information about solving problems, and anything else of interest. The session on assessing and repairing
sails at UK Sailmakers, planned for mid-April, has been postponed until the fall. VI Fleet meetings and
activities have now ended until September 30th, when we will begin a new Fleet year.

VI Weather Group

In April, the VI Weather Group had presentations on gap and promontory winds, and tropical cyclone
formation and avoidance. A total of six boats debriefed their virtual passage from Mexico to the
Marquesas, which involved sailing from the NE Trades, across the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone, and
into the SE Trades.
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About The Author

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter - Peterson 36 Cutter

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin have been BCA members since 2000. They cruised the Pacific
Ocean over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. Connie and Peter serve as the
Vancouver Island Fleet Coordinators.
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Vancouver Fleet

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-3/

The Vancouver Fleet of 2015 held their regular meeting on April 28. The presenter was a psychologist
discussing the cruising life. The focus was not just being on the water, but the process of getting ready
and getting off the dock.

An extra meeting in April was on the 18th at North Sails Loft in Richmond, where Dennis Lefeaux
demonstrated sail cloth, sail making and repairs, sail storage, etc.

The May meeting on the 26th will feature a speaker talking about SSB radio communications and
weather information gathering, followed by a presentation on using satellite technology for
communication and weather forecasts. There will be a demonstration of OCENS Weathernet program
using Sat phone; we’ll look at details and costs.

If you have made a last minute decision to leave for offshore this year, it would be worthwhile joining the
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Fleet for the last meetings. In that case, just show up at one of the regular meetings or contact Cameron.
The dues are $50 per boat and include all members of the crew.

However, if you are not leaving until 2016 or later, wait until the first meeting of the Fleet of 2016, which
will be held at the Scottish Cultural Centre on September 22.

Photo attribution:  “Hals (Vorsegel) 1” by btr – Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.5 via 
Wikimedia Commons.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Expired Flares Disposal Opportunities

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/expired-flares-disposal-opportunities/

What can you do with your expired flares?

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons, in cooperation with CIL Orion, are providing two opportunities for
boaters to drop off their expired flares at no charge.

May 2, 2015 – Vancouver Area

Flares can be dropped off at the following Steveston Marine and Hardware locations:

1667 W 5th Avenue, Vancouver
3560 Moncton Street, Richmond
201 – 19700 Langley Bypass, Langley

May 23, 2015 – Vancouver Island (Nanaimo)

Flares can be dropped off at West Marine, 120 – 2000 Island Highway North, Nanaimo
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Please check your current flares, make sure you have the correct ones for your boat size, and bring any
which have expired. They expire four years from the date of manufacture, which is stamped on each flare.

 

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.
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VICE: A Glimpse from the Past

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/vice-a-glimpse-from-the-past/

Recently, I came across a bit of VICE history, and since VICE 2015 is fast approaching, I thought it was
fitting to share. As most of you may know, VICE is BCA’s Vancouver Island Cruising Experience.
During VICE, intrepid bluewater sailors head to the west coast of Vancouver Island and fearlessly set out
West for a few days as a shakedown cruise. They test their boats, equipment, watch rotations and … I am
sure… their grog supplies!  VICE is available to BCA members only, and you can learn more about it at 
the BCA Education site (you have to login to access the information).

So, I was talking with Margaret Ibbotson, who was one of the coordinators of the first VICE in 1990,
and she told me about a poem that she and her husband wrote for that first VICE .  They also created a
flag for VICE which you see at the top of this article.

Weather Conditions for VICE’ 90

All fellow VICE fans will surely remember that Donna promised outflow winds for the first three days
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and inflow winds for the second three days.   Now I think that someone must have got their outs mixed up
with their ins because Blue Denim didn’t have any of these conditions. However, to commemorate the
circumstances, skipper Peter wrote the following ditty with which the crew serenaded Donna and fellow
VICE survivors at the very welcome homecoming at Sidney Spit.

On the nose again

We’re heading out to where it blows again

To waters maybe we can know again

But you can bet we’re on the nose again.

Out in the Straight again

To sailing that is really great again

The boat should move at such a rate again

But that darned wind is on the nose again

We are so far offshore

To lats and longs we’ve never been before

But there’s that old familiar story that we know

That old darned wind is on the nose again.

Then  comes the turn around

And now we are all homeward bound

Soon we’ll be standing on some firmer ground

But that darned wind is on the nose again

 

It was a grand trip – worth all the lists we made, wondering what we’d let ourselves in for – much easier
to just go cruising to Desolation Sound.  A special thanks to Larry the Communicator “Ocean Angel”.   
After first the first 24 hours, we didn’t see another boat, and without VHF comnmunication, we would
have thought we were the only VICE boat out there.

Blue Denim crew:    Peter Ibbotson, Skipper, Margaret Ibbotson, Hank Papenhuyzen  and Kathy Calvert.
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About The Author

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators

Cookie Cutter - Peterson 36 Cutter

Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin have been BCA members since 2000. They cruised the Pacific
Ocean over a ten-year period, returning to BC from Japan in 2012. Connie and Peter serve as the
Vancouver Island Fleet Coordinators.
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Celebration of Life for Ruth Clements

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/celebration-of-life-for-ruth-clements/

In March we published an “In Memoriam”column about Ruth Clements. Here are the details of her
Celebration of Life which was mentioned in the column.

WHEN:  Saturday, May 23, starting about 1430-1500h

WHERE:  Home (garden) of Claudia Lohmann, 3095 Decourcy Drive, Ladysmith (Cedar), BC (just
south of Nanaimo)

HOW:  From Hwy 1 N out of Victoria, turn left on Haslem Drive, then right on Yellow Point Road to
Decourcey Drive. (Follow the signs to Lohmann Gallery.)

 For more information please contact:  Claudia Lohmann 250 722-3345

About The Author

Rosario Passos
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Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.
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It was all about Ian

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/it-was-all-about-ian/

The celebration of life for Ian Monsarrat was a beautiful event at Spruce Harbour Marina in Vancouver
earlier this month. Blake Williams, Past Commodore of BCA delivered a beautiful toast to Ian, amid sea
shanties and a sea of friends, gathered together to celebrate Ian’s life.

YouTube Video

There were many photographs scattered throughout the room that brought back memories for all of us
who knew Ian. There were photos that marked milestones in Ian and Barb’s life and photos that
documented good times with friends and family in places near and far. It was a beautiful ceremony! We
were so honoured to be a part of it.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.
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